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PCI-DSS Compliance
Declining
By Cory Ruth

“O RG A NIZATION S
P C I-DSS

C OMPLIA NCE

I MP O RT AN T

C USTOM E R

A recent Verizon report reveals that
for the first time in six years, PCIDSS Compliance is declining. Since
a correlation can be made between
organizations that have been breached
and those that are non-compliant, why
is this? In the last 14 years there has not
been a single confirmed data breach
of an organization that was fully PCIDSS compliant at the time of its data
breach. Regarding the Equifax incident,
the breached system was not ‘in-scope’
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for PCI-DSS compliance at the time of
breach. We can all at least attest to the
strength of the PCI security framework.
Ten years ago, there seemed to be a
marked increase in PCI-DSS compliance
efforts, particularly in the Financial
Services sector. In 2007 I led a security
maturity project for American Express
that included an enterprise security
certification audit, both driven by
preparation for PCI-DSS Compliance. In
2009 I led an enterprise-wide corporate

...”
PCI program across 44 business units with
a 29MM security infrastructure budget
for a large financial services tech firm.
Back then, these types of efforts seemed
to be increasing rapidly and designed
not only to attain and maintain PCI-DSS
compliance but also to establish a mature
overall security posture. However, in
recent years, PCI-DSS compliance efforts
are often poorly funded; lacking real
political support from senior leadership
and competing against other initiatives.

“

...I N

RE CE NT

C OMPL I ANCE
POORLY

YE ARS,

E FFORTS

FU NDE D;
POLI TI CAL

a technology failure. Companies don’t
need more technical know-how - they
need to manage the competing initiatives,
resource constraints, efficiently execute
the technical strategy and ultimately
manage what I like to call the intimidation
factor “how do we take all of these
security gaps, design technical strategies,
and execute those strategies against the
timeline and resource constraints without
full internal political support and in light
of competing priorities?”

Because of the decline in priority given to
PCI-DSS compliance, many organizations
seem more interested in compensating
controls, obtaining exceptions and playing
games with scoping then performing a
vigorous, comprehensive assessment and
pursuing true remediation of findings. In
addition, many companies are ‘teaching
to the test’ – indeed, half of organizations
fall out of PCI-DSS compliance within
nine months of validation. And the
challenge does not reflect a skills gap: in
the report, Verizon specifically says that
the decline in PCI-DSS compliance is not
attributed to a knowledge problem or

Organizations must see PCI-DSS
compliance as an important customer
value and as revenue protection. Meeting
with the president of international
operations for a recent client, for her
achieving PCI-DSS compliance factored
prominently into their sales pipeline
management. Speaking with the US
CISO for a recent client, achieving and
maintaining PCI-DSS compliance was
a contractual obligation monitored
closely by their largest customers,
such that hundreds of millions of
dollars were at stake. However, there
seems to be a disconnect between the
importance of PCI-DSS compliance to
the business and the juggled priorities
of middle management – particularly
those in IT cost centers. Establishing
good governance with senior business
leadership representation is important
if PCI-DSS is going to be taken seriously.
IT leaders responsible for delivering
PCI-DSS should get business leadership
to sign-off on a multi-year roadmap to
achieve the security targets. Also, while
many IT and business leaders appreciate

PCI - D S S

ARE

O FT EN

LACKI NG

R EAL

SU PPORT

. . . ”

the amount of incremental work PCI-DSS
can impose on its workforce, they fail
to implement an organizational change
management strategy to address the
impacts to people and processes. This
is important for sustainability because it
directly impacts employee morale and
capacity. Finally, I make an important
distinction between project management
and project leadership. Project managers
produce acceptable results within and
report out on known constraints and
conditions. Project leaders drive change
– they get production out of your lowest
producing resources; they effectively
remove constraints and barriers; they
deftly navigate the internal politics of an
organization to achieve outcomes.
Achieving and maintaining PCI-DSS
compliance is hard on an organization –
but leadership support, good governance,
patience in achieving security maturity
over multiple years, implementing an
organizational change management
strategy and identifying project leaders
– not project managers – will deliver a
mature and sustainable PCI-DSS posture
for your organization.

Sources
https://enterprise.verizon.com/content/dam/
resources/reports/2018/2018_payment_security_
report_en_xg.pdf
http://www.eweek.com/security/pci-dsscompliance-declining-verizon-reports
https://ecorner.stanford.edu/video/the-differencebetween-management-and-leadership/
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Successful Global
Projects Begin with
Strong Global Teams
By Cory Ruth

W

hile reading
through an old
HBR magazine,
I landed on a
salient article
written by
Tsedal Neeley of the Harvard Business
School. The article, Global Teams That
Work, addresses the challenges of
globalization in the management context.
The challenges to business have been to
manage international diversity wherein
language, culture, business environment,
work norms and even legal and statutory
differences raise barriers to business
functionality. “Managers who actually
lead global teams are up against stiff
challenges.” (Neeley, 2015) Mergence
Global manages critical multi-million
dollar programs and projects for large
global firms. We are accustomed to
leading projects that bring diverse teams
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and different functional backgrounds
together from around the globe in a
matrixed environment.
The most significant challenge with
any global technology project is the fact
that the participants are still not face-toface. While collaboration tools allow for
synchronous interaction – whether its
real-time communication from an instant
message solution or long distance audio
or video engagement – you still lack the
ability to share the same space, read
the energy in the room, interpret body
language and facial expressions. In video
collaboration, more of this is possible,
however, without the light, informal
interaction that is afforded when the
meeting is in person, it becomes difficult
to build trust or measure intangible
dynamics like body language and facial
expressions made during a meeting
against moments outside of the meeting.

“

THE MOST
SI GNI FI CAN T
CHALLENGE WITH
ANY GLOB AL
TECHNOLOG Y
P R OJECT I S THE
FACT THAT T HE
PAR TI CI PAN TS
AR E STI LL N OT
FACE-TO-FAC E .

IT IS IMPORTAN T IN GLO B A L
P R O J ECTS TO BE DELIBERATE
ABO UT S M ALL TALK AN D
INFO RMAL IN TERACTIO N
This can often lead to misinterpretations.
My late football coach often said “the
more you sweat in peace, the less you
bleed in war” – I apply this to relationships.
Successful global projects begin with
building global teams that trust and
cooperate.
The author dives into several factors,
including the structure and the perception
of power. Here she elucidates how the
perception of power can be determined
by the location where most people
physically sit. “People in…the minority
group may believe that the majority is
usurping what little power and voice they
have. This situation is exacerbated when
the leader is at the site with the most
people or the one closest to company
headquarters: Team members at that site
tend to ignore the needs and contributions
of their colleagues at other locations.”
(Neeley, 2015) Neeley also points out
what I have found to be penultimate in
importance – the need for unstructured
communication when building the trust
necessary for successful collaboration
and positive outcomes.
It is important in global projects to be
deliberate about small talk and informal
interaction. I try to monitor the news
from the countries and cities represented
in my meetings so that I can comment
on current events - like the victory of a
soccer team. I ensure that I know their
calendar so that I can wish them well
relative to their holidays and periods
of calendar significance. “Unstructured
communication like this is positive,
because it allows for the organic unfolding

of processes that must occur in all
business dealings—sharing knowledge,
coordinating and monitoring interactions,
and building relationships. Even when
people are spread all over the world, small
talk is still a powerful way to promote
trust. So when planning your team’s call-in
meetings, factor in five minutes for light
conversation before business gets under
way.” (Neely, 2015)
Her article thoroughly touches on
language strategies and the perception of
competence that comes from speaking
the organization’s lingua franca (usually
English). She closes with the concept
of SPLIT dimensions: “Decisions about
structure create opportunities for good
process, which can mitigate difficulties
caused by language differences and
identify issues. If leaders act on these
fronts, while marshaling technology
to improve communication among
geographically dispersed colleagues,
social distance is sure to shrink, not
expand.” (Neeley, 2015) I encourage
technology management professionals
to read this article and to understand
the dynamic impacts of internationally
diverse and dispersed teams have on
productivity and functionality. The article
is from the October, 2015 edition of the
Harvard Business Review but can be
found online at the link below:

Source
Neeley, T., Ferrazzi, K., & Jeanne Brett, Kristin
Behfar, and Mary C. Kern. (2015, December 01).
Global Teams That Work. Retrieved October 06,
2017, from https://hbr.org/2015/10/global-teamsthat-work
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Accelerate your business
results by combing
Capability Mapping and
Enterprise Architecture
By Greg Freda

“ B USI NESS CAPAB I LI TI ES (BA)
A RE A COMP LETE SET OF W HAT
A N OR GANI Z ATI ON R EQUI R E S T O
E X ECUTE I TS B USI NESS MODE L OR
F U L F I LL I TS MI SSI ON.”

I

n today’s business environment, a
company’s needs speed and accuracy to
enable their strategy.
Achieving the desired outcomes is
not an accidental process. By combing
Business Capability Mapping (BCM) with
the expertise of Enterprise Architecture
(EA), you will gain an accelerated
understanding of any projects cost,
technology impact, risk, and potential
efficiencies all before having to commit
funds.
Without this understanding, you’re
likely to face cost overruns, delivery
delays, and in general fall behind your
competition.

Over the next few paragraphs, I’ll explain
part of the problem and propose an
approach that uses BCM and EA to
enable your desired outcomes. You can
apply this approach to strategic planning,
early-stage portfolio planning, and the
everyday brainstorming that goes on
throughout your company.
As I look back on the last 30 years of my
career, I remember what seemed like
simpler times, especially in terms of
our technology choices. The first eight
years of my career were in the Air Force.
Those days were full of discussions
on serial communication standards,
80-megabyte disk drives the size of a
washing machine, and the beginning
of something called Ethernet. Over the
years, we’ve all seen an explosion in
technology and its accessibility. That
eruption comes with a broader and
deeper set of complexities for us to think
through.
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WHAT IS A BUSINESS CAPABILITY?
Before we dive deeper into the subject,
let’s start by defining what we mean by
Business Capabilities and Enterprise
Architecture. While you can find dozens
of definitions, let’s keep it simple.
• Business Capabilities (BA) are a
complete set of what an organization
requires to execute its business model or
fulfill its mission.
• Enterprise Architectures (EA) purpose
is to foster greater alignment between IT
and business concerns.
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One fundamental note, organizations
the people that make them up, and
the applications they use are always
undergoing some change. Your
company’s business capabilities by their
very definition are long-lived and do not
experience frequent updates.
To understand how I’ve used this
approach, let’s consider what happens
in your typical portfolio planning
management (PPM) process. These can
be arduous events that leave you with a
vague understanding of what’s critical to
enables success.

“ENTERPRISE
ARCHITECTURES
(EA) PURPOSE
IS TO FOSTER
GREATER ALIGNMENT
BETWEEN IT
AND BUSINESS
CONCERNS.
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WHICH VIEWPOINT IS CORRECT?

WHERE IT GOES WRONG — A MESS OF VIEWPOINTS
You’re early in the process, reviewing an array
of potential initiatives, so where should you
invest your resources? How can you quickly
gain a broad understanding of each initiative’s
impact on the enterprise?
Where are the risks, what efficiencies should I
expect to achieve, and how can I gain an initial
understanding of cost that isn’t wildly off from
the actual price tag?

To do so and to set up your organization
for success, you’ll need to have a clear
understanding of the multiple viewpoints that
make up your enterprise. The image below
represents standard views that need to be tied
together to align business strategy to tangible
business outcomes. These views often seem
disconnected from one another.
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AN EASY AND REPEATABLE APPROACH
Using Business Capability Mapping and
Enterprise Architecture, you will gain a
sharper picture of those numerous initiatives
and their linkage across the various
viewpoints.
However, which viewpoint is most important?
The answer is all of them. It’s not meant to be

a trick question or a bogus answer. The truth
is that the entire organization benefits from
understanding other people’s viewpoints.
Doing so should be smooth and repeatable.
To help you visualize this, let’s start with the
Business Capability Map and then associate
the most typical viewpoints to them.

COMMON VIEWPOINTS
•STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT

•APPLICATIONS

•LINE OF BUSINESS

•TECHNOLOGIES

•GEOGRAPHY (LOCATION MAPPING)

•DEPLOYMENT (ON-PREMISE, CLOUDE,
SAAS, HYBRID

•PRODUCT AND SERVICE OFFERINGS

•TECHNICAL RISK

•ESTIMATED INVESTMENT COST

•SECURITY RISK

To keep this article reasonably short, I’ve
provided a generic Business Capability Map
(figure 3) that has been shortened to fit this
layout. However, in figures 4 through 6, I’ve
included three associated viewpoints related
to the Sales set of capabilities.
• Capability Map (abbreviated), figure 3
• Marketing & Sales Capability Map (Level
2), figure 4
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• Sales Capabilities — Applications and
Deployment viewpoints (On-Premise, Cloud,
SaaS, Hybrid), figure 5
• Geographic (location) viewpoint, figure 6
With that said, all ten viewpoints listed above
can be mapped and understood by everyone
in your organization.

COMMON VIEWPOINTS,
FIGURE 2

STANDARD CAPABILITY MAP (ABBREVIATED)
In this map, the top tier is your organizations highest level capabilities (level 0).
The level 1 capabilities are in brown.
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ABBREVIATED CAPABILITY MODEL — LEVEL 0
AND 1, FIGURE 3
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(LEVEL 2), FIGURE 4
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APPLICATION VIEWPOINT
As we apply additional viewpoints, the
picture becomes more evident. The four
Sales capabilities are enterprise-wide. Every
line of business and every product or service
offering uses them. However, to do so, the
company uses eight different applications.

With those applications deployed, OnPremise, Cloud, and SaaS with inconsistent
data integrations. Two of the applications have
Security and Technical debt associated with
them.

SALES

SALES CAPABILITIES

SALES MANAGEMENT

SALES MANAGEMENT

PROSPECTING

ACCOUNT
DEVELOPEMENT

APTTUS

SALESFORCE

QUOTING
MANAGEMENT

SALES
ANALYTICS

CLARITY SOFT

MICROSOFT EXCEL

INTERNALLY DEVELOPED

EINSTEIN

CLARITY SOFT

DATA WAREHOUSE

SECURITY/TECHNICAL
RISK
OM-PREMISE
SAAS/CLOUD
LOCAL DESKTOP,
MANUAL INTEGRATION
SALES -APPLICATION
VIEWPOINT, FIGURE 5

GEOGRAPHIC VIEWPOINT
In the Geographic viewpoint, we see that
the applications used in Sales Quoting
Management vary. Variance in geographies
or regions often happen due to merger
and acquisition activity and can reflect
complexities on a national and international
scale.

SALES-QUOTING MANAGEMENT
NORTH AMERICA
ENTERPRISE (NON-ADVOCATED)

ENTERPRISE (ADVOCATED)
SALESFORCE

MICROSOFT EXCEL

CLARITY SOFT

MICROSOFT ACCESS

INTERNALLY
DEVELOPED

SOUTH AMERICA
ENTERPRISE (ADVOCATED)
GEOGRAPHIES, REGIONS WITH
APPLICATIONS — FIGURE 6
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ENTERPRISE (NON-ADVOCATED)
APTTUS

WRAPPING IT UP
In figures 4 through 6, I mapped a standard
set of Sales Capabilities, mapped them to
3 different viewpoints. Those viewpoints
showed us that while the Sales capabilities
are standard across the enterprise, the
organization fulfills those capabilities through:
1. Eight applications (some of which overlap
and are redundant)
2. A deployment model of both on-premise (in
a company-owned data center) and in three
different Cloud/SaaS environments
3. Applications that have both Security and
Technical risk (debt)
4. Differing geographical usage

BENEFITS AND FINAL THOUGHTS
AND BENEFITS
We live in a world full of disruption and
competition. Early identification and
connection of these viewpoints are critical to
making the correct investments and realizing
your goals. Through this approach and
diligence, you can have all these viewpoints at
your disposal and in real-time.
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